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Abstract: When it comes to personality disorders, does rejection and childhood abuse during 

early-stage family communication under cross-cultural background contribute to Avoidant 

Personality Disorders? Although Avoidant Personality Disorder (AVPD) is a common 

disorder that is related to significant stress, inadequacy, and disability, yet it is poorly studied 

with the presence of family factors, and only minimal or none has studied the impact of early-

stage family communication under cross-cultural backgrounds. In this work, 178 participants 

growing up under a Chinese parenting background and 178 participants growing under an 

American parenting background answered a questionnaire about the several negative 

experiences that happened during three childhood age periods and wrote open-ended 

narratives. Under both cultures, rejection, and childhood abuse both affect to the development 

of Avoidant Personality Disorder. For children growing under an American parenting styles 

are more vulnerable when exposed to frequent rejection and childhood abuse from their 

guardians, as compared to Chinese children. While experiments have also shown that Asian 

student samples hold the highest rate on the Authoritarian parenting style out of the 3 parental 

control styles, whereas the American student sample act completely the opposite; the 

development of a child’s personality is based on schemas formed during early-stage family 

communications: the more the environment disadvantaged a child of its needs, the stronger 

the schemas will become on the negative side, with higher the likelihood of having 

personality disorders. These findings support the view that rejection and childhood abuse 

effect the growth of Avoidant Personality Disorder, and Children under American-parenting 

styles are more vulnerable to it as to Chinese children.  

Keywords: avoidant personality disorder, cross-cultural, rejection, childhood abuse, early-

childhood 

1. Introduction  

The following research question aims to investigate whether rejection and childhood abuse during 

early-stage family communication contributes to Avoidance Personality Disorders under cross-

cultural backgrounds. Past studies revealed the topic of how family communications affect Avoidant 

Personality Disorders, but the ones with the cross-cultural factors are minimal. If the correlation 
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between family communication and Avoidant Personality Disorder is determined, then the ways of 

decreasing the possibility of this disorder would also be clarified. Previous theories by Jeffrey Young 

have shown that the development of a personality is based on schemas formed during childhood 

relationships with people, most frequently with parents. These schemas are a type of cognitive-

emotional representation that reflect the knowledge about us in our world [1]. The more the 

environment disadvantaged a child of its needs, the stronger the schemas become on the negative side. 

Gradually, the behavioral patterns become more and more defective, creating the basics of abnormal 

personality traits [2]. Interactions in an independent study [3] (N=127) suggests that pessimism was 

strongly related to Avoidant Personality traits among those who recalled negative childhood 

experiences, according to the assessing of negative childhood memories, sensory-processing 

sensitivity, and pessimism. Undergraduate participants wrote open-ended narratives as a measure of 

negative childhood memories, which the qualitative data were then evaluated by independent raters. 

To measure Avoidant Personality features, participants rated the extent to which verbatim BSM-IV 

criteria suits the description of themselves. Despite the relevance of the works, they did not test how 

the cross-cultural factor influence negative family communications affect Avoidant Personality 

Disorders. Therefore, the question remains: Do rejection and childhood abuse during early-stage 

family communications contribute to Avoidant Personality Disorders cross-culturally? The following 

research question fits in to the existing bodies of knowledge by acting as a continuation as well as a 

preliminary verification of the theories, such that the cultural aspect was added. Under both cultures, 

rejection, and childhood abuse both affect to the development of Avoidant Personality Disorder. 

While the children growing under American parenting styles are affected by these family factors to a 

bigger extent compared to Chinese children.  

2. Present Work 

The aim of the present research was to investigate how negative childhood communications in 

families affect Avoidant Personality Disorder cross-culturally, and the extent to which the present 

hypothesis is supported by previous theories. Through a correlational design and by conducting a 

retrospective study, we asked participants to first input their cultural background from the two options: 

American or Chinese. Then participants viewed, and answer questions based on the Five Factor 

Avoidant Assessment scale [4] at their home. After a 2-hour break since the survey has ended, 

participants will then be answering The Childhood Experience Questionnaire-Revised (CEQ-R) 

interview [5], which is a semi structured interview that questions about the occurrence of positive and 

negative experiences encountered during three age periods at childhood (0-5, 6-12, 13-17 years). 

Through a retrospective view, participants will lastly be writing short open-ended narratives that 

reflects their childhood memories related to negative parental communications. They will be given a 

2 -sided piece of paper with blank lines on it and will be given instructions on how to make a response. 

This design has several advantages. First, it allows to investigate the initial question of whether, and 

to what extent, there is a relationship between Rejection and Childhood abuse during early-stage 

family communications and Avoidant Personality Disorder under a two different parenting cultures. 

Through answering questions and writing open-ended narratives about negative childhood 

communications in family, would be the evidence that rejection and childhood abuse does correlate 

with Avoidant Personality Disorder. Second, through a retrospective-questionnaire design, the 

presence of more than two variables will not cause the results to be difficult to interpret. For instance, 

even though the cultural variable was added, participants will only need to select the culture they 

grew up in and this choice will not be easily affected by other factors due to how direct it is. It is 

predicted that with respect to rejection and childhood abuse, which are hypothesized to be correlated 

positively with Avoidant Personality Disorder, the results will support the hypothesis (Hypothesis 1). 

Avoidant Personality Disorder, as conceptualized by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
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Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5), is referred to as a by “extensive avoidance of social interactions 

driven by fears of rejection and feelings of personal inadequacy” [6]. Howe et al has made 

demonstration of how early experiences of rejection causes lasting effects on how individual view 

themselves, and if people saw rejection as a reflection of the inadequacy of their abilities, would lead 

to more sustained negative impacts on future perceived rejections [7]. In turn, this will lead them to 

frequently avoid socializing. Pessimism was strongly related to Avoidant Personality traits among 

those who recalled negative childhood experiences, according to the assessing of negative childhood 

memories, sensory-processing sensitivity, and pessimism. It is also predicted that the children 

growing under American parenting styles are affected by these family factors to a bigger extent 

compared to Chinese children. Asian student samples have the highest rate on the Authoritarian 

parenting style of the 3 parental control styles (Authoritarian, Permissive, Authoritative), while the 

American student sample act completely the opposite [8]. In other words, if the cultural norm is used 

to Obedient family communication, then children under that background would be consider the views 

of someone who has the same “authority” or rights as themselves, such as their peers, as more 

important. Thus, it is hypothesized for a more modest correlation under the Chinese parenting 

background (Hypothesis 2).  

3. Experiment 1 

3.1. Method 

We report all measures, manipulations, and exclusions here. This study will be approved by and 

carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Institutional Review Board for human 

participants with written informed consent obtained from all participants. 

3.2. Participants 

One hundred and seventy-eight adult participants (89 males and 89 females, mean age = 21.56 years) 

growing under a Chinese parenting background, and one hundred and seventy-eight adult participants 

(89 males and 89 females, mean age = 20.95 years) growing under an American parenting background 

will be recruited for participation in exchange for completing the PDQ-4 measure of Avoidant 

Personality Disorders (Measure 1), the online questionnaire (Measure 2), and the open-ended 

narratives (Measure 3). The total sample size will be 356. The study invited all participants who met 

the pre-determined selection criteria (see Procedures and Measures for descriptions) to complete the 

two questionnaires and the open-ended narratives at home to all participants who accepted the 

invitation within two months. Data collection is stopped at the end of two months after the first study 

was conducted (participants who failed to participate during the first study can also reach out and 

finish it later within the two months). Participants will be excluded if they do not fit the age 

requirement (18-24), did not experience (or failed to recall) frequent signs of negative childhood 

memories, or did not receive an education level more than high school.   

The primary hypothesis involved assessing how rejection and childhood abuse contribute to 

Avoidant Personality Disorder along with the cross-culture factor (Chinese background and American 

background). A power analysis using the software package G*Power will be performed [9]. The 

results indicated that with N=356, the experiment could detect an effect size of Cohen’s d of .3, using 

a paired t-test at a 5% alpha level (two-tailed) threshold with 80% statistical power.  

3.3. Experimental design 

Through a retrospective view, a correlational design will be used to assess the relationship between 

rejection and childhood abuse towards Avoidant Personality Disorders under two different cultural 
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backgrounds. Participants involved in this study will be finishing the three measures at their own 

home in front of computers. Participants in the experimental group will be assigned to 3 measures 

that test whether they are avoidant, their extent of receiving rejection and childhood abuse during 

childhood and adolescence, and their degree of positivity/negativity of childhood memories. The 

control group will not be assigned to any of these measures.  

3.4. Procedures 

Participants will complete three measures in total at three consecutive time intervals, and the 

experiment duration lasts for 114 minutes (1.9 hours), including the 2-hour rests that happens at the 

end of Time 1 and Time 2. One hundred and seventy-eight adult participants (89 males and 89 females, 

mean age = 21.56 years) growing under a Chinese parenting background, and one hundred and 

seventy-eight adult participants (89 males and 89 females, mean age = 20.95 years) growing under 

an American parenting background will be recruited for participation. The participants growing under 

the Chinese background will be randomly selected from a university in Beijing, and the participants 

growing under the American background will be randomly selected from a university in Washington. 

An email will be sent to the students at the university, and they are required to answer a small survey 

that asks them about their age, their email address and briefly demonstrates the aims of the present 

study and guaranteed participant anonymity. The survey will also ask whether the person had 

experiences signs of rejection and childhood abuse during childhood in their families, which consists 

of three choices: yes, no, and I do not remember. Participants will be automatically excluded if they 

responded that they picked the third choice. Once these participants passed the pre-determined 

selection criteria, a link to the 2 questionnaires will be sent through their email. Participants can 

determine when they prefer to participate in the study if the time is controlled within 114 minutes, 

and they did not pass the due date of the data collection (2 months after). Participants cannot stop and 

quit once the first survey is being opened. During Time 1, participants are first asked about the culture 

they grew up in from the two choices: American or Chinese. Then participants viewed, and answer 

questions based on the Five Factor Avoidant Assessment scale questions answered based on a five-

point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree [4]. The scale is to determine whether 

one fits the description of being Avoidant. Participants will receive a note that allows them to rest for 

2 hours on their screen once they’ve finished the Five Factor Avoidant Assessment scale. The rest is 

to make sure they do not get influenced by the previous questionnaire once they’ve begin answering 

the second questionnaire. Next, participants will click on the link to the second questionnaire: The 

Childhood Experience Questionnaire-Revised (CEQ-R) interview. Participants first must answer 8 

questions within the positive experiences’ domain, related to the participant’s youth achievements; 

another 10 questions follow up that asks about the positive interpersonal relationships with others; 10 

questions about the participant’s caretaker competencies; 12 questions in total, with 5 questions 

related to 5 types of childhood abuse and 7 questions related to 7 types of neglect. Again, Participants 

will receive a note that allows them to rest for 2 hours on their screen once they’ve finished the second 

questionnaire. Lastly, participants will take out a blank piece of paper or a notebook with plant pages 

to write short open-ended narratives in between 300-500 words. Participants will rewind about their 

negative childhood memories in terms of family communications. Their work will then be rated by 

four raters and be converted into quantitative data through this process (coding).  

3.5. Measure 1 

In an online survey, before participants begin answering the assessing questions, they are required to 

input their cultural background from the two options: American or Chinese. Then participants viewed, 

and answer questions based on the Five Factor Avoidant Assessment scale [4]: 121 items answered 
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based on a five-point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Four scales were 

designed to measure facets of Neuroticism. Participants were first shown with questions designed to 

access Neuroticism traits, which include questions of Apprehension (“I lived in almost constant fear 

of making a mistake”), Despair (“At times I am convinced that things will never get better), Mortified 

(“My fear of embarrassing myself kept me from doing things that I might really enjoy) and Overcome 

(“I fall to pieces when I feel that I am being watched or evaluated). Participants will then answer 

questions based on the four scales that assess Extraversion: Social Dread (“I am more comfortable by 

myself than with others”), Shrinking (“I prefer to be a follower rather than a leader in a group”), Risk 

Averse (Reversed of “I am willing to try almost anything”), and Joylessness (“My friends would be 

very surprised if I ever jumped due to joy”). Lastly, participants will make responses according to the 

scale that asses from openness to experience and agreeableness: Rigidity (“I am afraid to try new 

things”) and Timorous (“I do not understand how anyone could be jealous of me”). Participant will 

rate their degree of the agreeableness/disagreeableness on each question. At the end of the 

questionnaire, the results of each participant will form a percentage based on their Avoidant 

Personality level (the extent of them to have an Avoidant Personality). However, the results will not 

be accessible or visible for participants once they had finished the scale, which serves to minimize 

the probability of how some may exaggerate their negative family communication memories once 

they are acknowledged for being Avoidant.  

3.6. Measure 2 

About two hours later after completing the Measure 1 survey of the Five Factor Avoidant Assessment, 

participants participated in responding to The Childhood Experience Questionnaire-Revised (CEQ-

R) interview [5], which is a semi structured interview that questions about the occurrence of positive 

and negative experiences encountered during three age periods at childhood (0-5, 6-12, 13-17 years). 

For this study, the age interval of 0-5 is modified into the interval of 5-12, in which the age interval 

of 6-12 is also combined with 0-5. This is to avoid the likelihood of childhood amnesia [10], which 

refers to a phenomenon in which most people lack memories from their first 3 to 4 years of childhood 

[11][12][13]. With the two age intervals combined, a single “childhood” period of 5-12 compared 

with the “adolescent” period of 13-17 was only included in the following questionnaire. In this study 

particular, each question will be answered in the form of ratings from 0-4, which identifies as the 

degree to which these events occurred. Participants first must answer eight questions within the 

positive experiences’ domain, related to the participant’s youth achievements: academically, 

athletically, extracurricular activities, leadership roles, work, hobby, household responsibilities, and 

popularity [11]. Another ten questions follow up that asks about the positive interpersonal 

relationships with others: including the individual’s mother, father, other adult female relatives, other 

adult male relatives, other adult females, other adult male, female sibling, male sibling, female friend, 

and male friend. Finally, there are 10 questions about the participant’s caretaker competencies: female 

work, male work, female social ability, male social ability, female interests, male interests, close 

relationships of female, close relationship of male, female good family relationships, and male family 

good relationships. Participants will then be moving onto the negative childhood experiences domain 

in terms of family communications. There will be 12 questions in total, with 5 questions related to 5 

types of childhood abuse: emotional, verbal, physical, caretaker sexual abuse, and non-caretaker 

sexual abuse; 7 types of neglect: physical neglect, emotional withdrawal, inconsistent treatments, 

denial of feelings, lack of real relationships, parentification, and failure to protect by caretakers.  
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3.7. Measure 3 

After the two hours break at the end of Measure 2, participants will begin to write a 300-500 words 

open-ended narrative about their childhood memories related to negative parental communications. 

Participants will be given a 2 -sided piece of paper with blank lines on it and will be given instructions 

on how to make a response. The instructions states: On the lines below, please write a paragraph 

describing your childhood experiences: What are your relationships with your parents like? Do you 

have mostly good or mostly bad memories (give a reason for either choice)? Are you rather isolated 

or had many friends? At the bottom of the line paper are six words, and participants are asked to 

choose a word from the list that mainly describes their childhood: good, bad, fun, exciting, sad, lonely. 

They are also required to provide specific examples and justification of why they choose one of the 

keywords. Each participant’s writing will be transcribed into copies and rated by four people who 

were not aware of the following participant’s status and any kind of measures. The four raters are 

graduates that all come from well-known or high-education quality universities and held at least a 

master’s degree on the field of clinical psychology. There will be a 4-point scale that determines the 

valence (positive vs. negative) of the story: 0 (absolute positive), 1 (mostly positive), 2 (mixed with 

positive and negative), 3 (mostly negative), and 4 (absolute negative). The mean of the ratings for 

each participant will be kept for the story’s valence through finding the average of the response of 

the four raters’ estimation [3]. The 300-500 words in each narrative acts as a measure to control for 

the story length and make sure it is not too difficult to code into quantitative.  

4. Data Analytic Approach 

In order to test for the correlation between the extent of rejection and childhood abuse during early-

stage family communications and the extent of Avoidant Personality Disorder cross-culturally, we 

used the Pearson R Correlation to describe the interdependency between data points when estimating 

the rejection and childhood abuse on Avoidant Personality Disorder. According to the hypothesis, to 

compare these two variables and its extent, we set the letter R of the correlation under the American 

parenting culture to be stronger compared to the Chinese parenting culture (the letter R will be 

quantified with a number, which varies between -1 and +1, while zero means that there is no 

correlation, where +1 indicated a perfect correlation that is ideal). If the R value is negative, it means 

that the variables are inversely related. In our prediction, both R values under two cultural 

backgrounds are positive, suggesting that the higher the extent of rejection and childhood abuse, the 

higher the extent of being Avoidant. The R value of the Chinese parenting background was set to .31 

and the ß value to .4, and both values indicate a moderate and positive correlation since the coefficient 

lies between +.3 and +.49. It is also predicted that children growing under the American parenting 

background are more vulnerable to rejection and childhood abuse compared to Chinese children, 

therefore, the American background correlation will be stronger compared to the Chinese background 

correlation. This means that the R and ß value will be greater. Thus, the R value is set to .6 and the ß 

value to .83, which is approximately 2 times stronger than the correlation of the Chinese background. 

According to the Pearson R Correlation, the higher the absolute value of the coefficient, the stronger 

the correlation, whereas the American background correlation lies between +.5 and +1, which 

symbolizes a strong and positive correlation.  

5. Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Aim 1. The work is expected to find rejection and childhood abuse to be correlated with Avoidant 

Personality Disorder. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 1, that the higher the degree of rejection 

and childhood abuse, the higher the level of being Avoidant under both cultures (the culture variable 
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does not influence whether rejection and childhood abuse correlates to Avoidant Personality 

Disorder).  

Aim 2. The work is also expected to find the correlation between rejection and childhood abuse 

on Avoidant Personality Disorder to be stronger on the children growing under an American parenting 

background. While the correlation is moderate for the children under a Chinese parenting background. 

 Figure 1. Scatter plots below shows the illustration of hypothesized effects between rejection and 

childhood abuse (categorized as negative family communications/memories, x-axis), and the extent 

how the x-axis contributes to Avoidant Personality Disorder (y-axis). In each panel, each data point 

represents a response made on the degree of which they’ve encountered rejection and childhood abuse 

with their diagnosis of Avoidant Personality Disorder (or no diagnosis). The top panel illustrates that 

we expect children growing under an American parenting background to be more vulnerable and 

affected by rejection and childhood abuse. The bottom panel illustrates that we expect children 

growing under a Chinese parenting background would be more resilient towards rejection and 

childhood abuse. 

 

 

Figure 1: Hypothesized effects and correlation between rejection and childhood abuse 
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6. Conclusion 

The aim of the present research was to investigate how negative childhood communications in 

families affect Avoidant Personality Disorder cross-culturally, and the extent to which the present 

hypothesis is supported by previous theories. It is planned to do construct three measures, in which 

two out of three measures were in questionaries form. The first questionnaire uses the Five Factor 

measure of Avoidant Personality, and with participants inputting their cultural background of being 

American or Chinese, will determine whether the participant holds Avoidant Personality traits. 

Participants will then be participating in Measure 2, by answering The Childhood Experience 

Questionnaire-Revised (CEQ-R) interview [5], which is a semi structured interview that questions 

about the occurrence of positive and negative experiences encountered during three age periods at 

childhood (0-5, 6-12, 13-17 years, with age intervals of 0-5 and 6-12 are combined, eliminating the 

0-4 age interval). Lastly, participants wrote open-ended narratives that were evaluated on their 

negative/positive degree based on the 4-point scale of 0-4 by raters with a master’s degree in clinical 

psychology. It is predicted that under both cultures, rejection, and childhood abuse both affect to the 

development of AVPD. While the children growing under American parenting styles are affected by 

these family factors to a bigger extent compared to children growing under a Chinese parenting 

background. The strengths of this research design include: first, the way of accessing each participants’ 

measures and status is very convenient, such that participants will only need to answer questions 

accordingly for the correlation between rejection and childhood abuse and Avoidant Personality 

Disorder to be determined. Second, through a retrospective-questionnaire design, the presence of 

more than two variables will not cause the results to be difficult to interpret. For instance, even though 

the cultural variable was added, participants will only need to select the culture they grew up in and 

this choice will not be easily affected by other factors since it is very direct. Despite the strengths of 

the design, there are still many limitations. One of the limitations is the nature of the retrospective 

study, which requires participants to recall the memories about their childhood experiences. This 

could cause a prone to memory bias or to recall bias, which sometimes an individual either repairs or 

enhances the recall of a memory piece of altering the content of what one initially remembered. 

Furthermore, the retrospective study failed to determine the causation of an event and can only 

determine the association between them. The causation of an event, such as rejection and childhood 

abuse, is necessary to be known of whether an act is either passive or voluntarily conducted to 

establish an accurate result. Alternate interpretations suggests that children growing under a Chinese 

background are more affected by rejection and childhood abuse during family communications. 

During the past years, school bullying and cyberbullying in China continues. Bullying victimization 

causes significant impacts on the health of children in their adulthood, and directly affects children’s 

depression and anxiety [14]. Chinese children also face intense amounts of workload from school and 

extracurricular activities, while excessive workload has been associated with anxiety and depression 

[15][16][17]. Along with these two factors, and how most Chinese parenting styles turned out to be 

Authoritarian, children under this background might face significant pressure, causing them to be 

more vulnerable of any kinds of rejection they perceive from their environment. Future directions 

bring up a question of: How can we minimize the occurrence and the symptoms of Avoidant 

Personality Disorder based on its causes? Past studies have revealed that adults are able to overcome 

early negative experiences with caregivers, by developing a secure-attachment style. Furthermore, 

relationships such as Subsequent positive relationships, including psychotherapy, can repair early 

attachment relationships to an extent that modifies the initial insecure attachment style into a secure 

one [18]. The main characteristic of a secure attachment is its coherence. Pearson et al. were the first 

to propose that “earned security” can apply to those with early insecure attachment styles that become 

secure by later relationships [19]. These findings suggests that negative experiences during 
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childhoods (which also related to Avoidant Personality Disorder) can be remised through earned-

secure attachment with partners and closed ones.  

To conclude, no matter the culture one grew up in, rejection and childhood abuse during early-

stage family communications does affect and indeed contributes to Avoidant Personality Disorder, 

with only the extent of that impact varies. Negative childhood memories brought by caretakers even 

at a small age can form the foundation of forming an Avoidant Personality, which impacted an 

individual’s daily interactions with others and making parts of their lives incompetent and difficult.  
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